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Materials list: 
 
12mm, 14mm, 16mm, or 18mm Rivolis (2x12 or 14mm-earrings), (1x16 or 18mm-pendant) 
1 or 2 colors of Half-Tilas (30-42 per bezeled Rivoli) 
15/0 seed beads 
4mm bicone crystals (12-16 per bezeled Rivoli) 
2 ear wires 
6 or 8 lb Fireline 
Size 10 or 11 beading needle 
 

1. Row 1- Depending on the size of the rivoli used, pick up 11-14 half tilas alternating with 
15/0 seed beads. Reinforce by repeating the circle around.  
 

2. Row 2- Step up to the top hole of the first round of half tilas. Add another half tila round 
(if using 2 colors, add second color in this row) between the half tilas of the first row. 
Reinforce this round. 
 

3. Row 3- Exit the last half tila of the new round. Add another row of half tilas (using the 
same color as Row 2) by passing from half tila to half tila from round 2. This round of 
half tilas will be sitting on top of the row one half tilas, but they will be folded inwards 
towards the center to form the back of the bezel. Reinforce. Make sure all of these last 
half tilas are folded inwards. Insert rivoli now, face down, and place all the ends of the 
back row half tilas over the edge of the rivoli so that the tips are resting on top.  



 
4. Step up to the end/open holes in these half tilas. Add 15/0 seed beads through all of the 

half tilas on the back. Reinforce. The rivoli should now be secured in place. 
 

5. It is now time to add the bicones. Pass the needle up to the outside hole of the 
perimeter half tilas. Add a 4mm bicone between each half tila. Reinforce.  
 

6. If you are making earrings choose one of the half tilas to exit. Pick up 8 15/0 seed beads 
and make a loop. Reinforce at least 3 times. Attach ear wire. 

 
If you are making a pendant, create a warped square bail with the 15/0 seed beads 
following diagram. Complete 8 rounds of peyote. The square will fold in half diagonally 
to form a triangle. Secure 2 lower points of the triangle to one of the half tilas on the 
bezel. The cord or chain will pass through the fold over of the warped square. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  Approximate numbers of half tilas to circle rivolis: 
  12mm rivoli - 10 half tilas with 10 - 15/0 seed beads 
  14mm rivoli - 12 half tilas with 12 - 15/0 seed beads 
  16mm rivoli - 12 half tilas with 12 - 15/0 seed beads 
  18mm rivoli - 14 half tilas with 14 - 15/0 seed beads 
 
 


